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does something that causes the family to “regress,” such as dad
trying to lay down the law, or a daughter making a sarcastic
comment about a sibling. John Darrow, a family trustee of the
Wieboldt Foundation, tells the story of when his mother,
Onnie, told him to “sit up straight” at a foundation board
meeting—in front of family members and community board
members!
One family foundation program officer reports that
“the conflicts in our foundation stem either from a lack of
decisionmaking or from not sticking to decisions the board
has made (e.g., adhering to the grantmaking guidelines).”The
family members do not want to confront one another on difficult issues. For example, they cannot decide if they are only
funding within the United States or internationally.Two family members live in Europe full-time; one lives there part-time.
One would walk away from the foundation if it did not fund
in Europe. Hers is a swing vote for her branch of the family.
The foundation’s executive director pushes the family to be
pragmatic as the funds can only be spread so thin. His role is
to be a mediator.
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David Gage, a psychologist and mediator for family businesses and families in conflict over trust and estate matters,
says that another potent and common source of conflict in
families is the feeling that something is not fair—that somebody is getting more than someone else and does not deserve
it. He adds,“It only takes one person feeling this way to upset
an entire family.” Often fairness is a perception based upon
years of family history, so trying to convince someone that a
situation really is fair can be a futile and frustrating exercise.
“Once family members have slipped into conflict,” says Gage,
“they tend to see the problem as the other person’s.”That view
is usually peppered with blame, recrimination, and defensiveness.Alienation and disagreement are sure to follow.
Although conflict is inevitable and often caused by existing family dynamics, when properly handled, family dynamics
and conflict can actually strengthen family relationships and
communication. Figure 3 presents a visual model of how your
family’s personal relationships may successfully overlap with
your family philanthropy.

FIGURE 3: SYSTEM DIFFERENCES BETWEEN A FAMILY AND A PHILANTHROPY*

How do your family’s personal relationships overlap with your philanthropic giving?
How can you create constructive overlap for your family and your philanthropy?
Creating Constructive Overlap:
• Family communication
• Role clarification
• Involvement and training of the next generation
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System

Family Philanthropy
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Characteristics

Characteristics

• Emotion-based

• Task-based

• Loyalty and
belonging

• Competence and
commitment

• Continuity and
harmony

• Growth and change

Constructive Overlap Promotes:
• Fulfilling family relationships
• Successful business operations
*Based on a presentation by Judy Barber at a 1995 workshop for The Philanthropic Initiative

